Power Equipped for Powerful Grab Capability and Higher Work Efficiency

**Powerful Grabbing Capabilities**
- Grabs by stretching the hydraulic cylinder

**Diesel engines or motors operate hydraulic pumps and cylinders to enable opening/closing**

**Superior Efficiency**
- Hydraulics maintain each fingers to prevent opening. And minimize cargo spillage.

**Easy Opening/closing**
- Equipped with a driving source, enabling easy opening/closing

**Smooth Operation**
- Opening action is speedy, compared with closing action which needs power.

**Lower Height**
- Enables work with shorter height

**Easy to attach/detach**
- Easy to attach/detach to any crane, it can easily be changed with other attachments, enabling the crane to be used for multi-purposes (Electro-Hyd type shall need connection of cable).

**Easy operation**
- Remote controlled grab bucket operation enables easy operation (wired operation is possible for the Electro Hydraulic type)
Variety of Models for Many Purposes

Available in small to large sizes, a variety of models are available that are ideal for every type of cargo, including coal, ore, scrap and lumber.

**Shell Type**

Used for handling granular bulk cargo such as grains, coal, fertilizer, ore, etc. Compared to a single rope type, the grabbing power is stronger and can handle a wide variety of cargo.

**Cross Finger Type**

Tropical lumber • North-sea lumber • American lumber

The fingers on each side cross, enabling a firm grasp on long cargo. Optimized by changing the size and shape of the finger in accordance with the handling cargo.

**Orange Peel Type**

Used for handling cargos that are difficult to grab, such as large lump ore and scrap. The sharp edges dig into the cargo and cylinders attached to each finger operate independently, enabling the cargo to be firmly grasped.
Various shapes and sizes are available to meet a wide range of your needs.

Please visit us for details.  

http://www.tobugrab.com
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